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HOW MANY SATELLITES HAS INDIA LAUNCHED?
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

ISRO's PSLV C-47 carrying the Cartosat-3 satellite and 13 nano satellites from the U.S. lifts off
from Sriharikota on November 27.  

Cartosat-3, which was placed in orbit successfully last Wednesday, is India's 31st earth
observation satellite.

From the experimental satellite Aryabhatta launched in 1975, to Cartosat-3 in 2019, India’s
space odyssey has spanned 44 years and over 100 satellites.

The below slideshow highlights India’s space launches over the years.

Most of India’s satellites — 62% — are used for communication and earth observation.

India’s first earth observation satellite was Bhaskara-I, an experimental remote sensor which
was placed in orbit in 1979. It consisted of two television cameras which gathered data on
hydrology and forestry.

In contrast, one of Cartosat-3’s cameras offers a ground resolution of 25 cm — this means it can
sight an object of width as low as 25cm from a height of around 500 km.

According to ISRO, “The imageries from [Cartosat series] satellites are useful for cartographic
applications, urban and rural applications, infrastructure planning, coastal land use and
regulation, utility management such as monitoring road networks, water grids or distribution,
creation of land use maps, among others.”

The IRNSS-1A was India’s first navigation satellite, launched in 2013. Since then, seven more
have been placed in orbit.

In 2016, the ISRO launched eight satellites, at the time the highest annual output. It repeated
the feat in 2017, and in 2018, launched a record nine satellites (including a student-made
satellite). The year 2019 has so far seen six launches.

India has a high success rate in launching satellites — nearly 90% of its satellites are
successfully placed in orbit. Due to this track record, several foreign satellites have piggbacked
on PSLV, which is dubbed the ISRO’s workhorse — the latest launch had 13 small satellites for
the U.S.

The Cartosat-3 launch was also a milestone for PSLV — it was the vehicle’s 50th launch
mission. Since it was first launched in 1993, it has been successful in 48 out of 50 launches, a
success rate of 96%.

The latest launch was in PSLV’s ‘XL’ configuration, which employs strap-on boosters for more
power.
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ISRO TO LAUNCH RISAT-2BR1, 9 CO-RIDERS ON DEC.
11

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) has announced radar imaging satellite RISAT-
2BR1 as its next launch this month.

The 24-hour all-weather earth imaging satellite will be sent to orbit along with nine small
customer satellites on December 11 at 3.25 p.m. IST from the Satish Dhawan Space Centre
(SDSC) in Sriharikota subject to weather conditions, a statement said on Wednesday.

The mission comes up just two weeks after Cartosat-3, which was orbited on November 27 from
the SDSC.

The upcoming primary satellite weighing 628 kg will be flown on the PSLV-C48. It will be placed
in an orbit of 576 km and an inclination of 37 degrees.

Its co-passengers are six satellites of a U.S. customer and one each of operators from Israel,
Italy and Japan, which signed separate launch contracts with the ISRO’s new company
NewSpace India Ltd.

A RISAT’s uses are in identification of objects on ground, agriculture, mining, forestry, soil
moisture, monitoring of the coast and sea ice and flood monitoring. It is useful in military
surveillance.

The ISRO said this would be the 50th mission of the PSLV, which has been in service since the
mid-1990s. It would fly for the second time in the recently introduced ‘QL’ configuration that
includes four strap-on motors.

For the SDSC, it would be the 75th launch vehicle mission and the 37th flight from the older first
launch pad.
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NEUTRINO OBSERVATORY IN TAMIL NADU
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

Department of Atomic Energy

Neutrino Observatory in Tamil Nadu

Posted On: 05 DEC 2019 6:32PM by PIB Delhi

The India based Neutrino Observatory is being planned in the Theni district in Tamil Nadu.

    There has been opposition from some sections of the local populace.   INO has been
conducting outreach programmes in & around Madurai and Theni for students in schools &
colleges, for faculty as well as journalists and media professionals. A large outreach program
took place during May-August 2018 covering other towns in Tamil Nadu and a few in Kerala.
Many students, faculty and members of the public have visited the INO transit campus where an
85 ton mini-ICAL detector is operational detecting naturally occurring cosmic ray muons. This is
a much smaller version of the detector that is planned in the cavern at the end of a 2km
horizontal tunnel at the INO site. In June 2010, a public meeting, though not mandated by
Ministry of Environment and Forest (MoEF), was called by the Theni Collector. It was attended
by about 1200 local people, including the Panchayat President, who endorsed the project. All
the statutory norms and regulations are also followed in implementing the INO project. The INO
site is not in the Eco Sensitive Area as identified by the High Level Working Group (HL WG)
chaired by Dr. Kasturirangan and referred to in the MoEF Notification  F.No.1-4/2012 - RE (Pt.)
dated 13-11-2013. 

    This information was provided by the Union Minister of State (Independent Charge)
Development of North-Eastern Region (DoNER), MoS PMO, Personnel, Public Grievances &
Pensions, Atomic Energy and Space, Dr Jitendra Singh in written reply to a question in Rajya
Sabha today.

****

VRRK/NK/JM/PJ

(Release ID: 1595160) Visitor Counter : 481
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GOVERNMENT HAS TAKEN VARIOUS INITIATIVES TO
DEVELOP WORLD CLASS RESEARCH FACILITIES IN
INDIA: HRD MINISTER

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Indigenization of technology and developing new technology

Ministry of Human Resource Development

Government has taken various initiatives to develop world
class research facilities in India: HRD Minister

Posted On: 12 DEC 2019 4:29PM by PIB Delhi

Government has taken following initiatives to promote research in the field of science &
engineering and to develop world class research facilities. 

Prime Minister Research Fellowship: Under this scheme, meritorious students of
IITs, IIITs, NITs and IISERs, after completing their B.Tech programme can
straightaway get admission in PhD programme at IITs and IISc.  They are given
fellowship @ Rs 70,000/- p.m. for first two years, Rs. 75,000/- p.m. for 3rd year and
Rs. 80,000/- p.m. in 4th & 5th year. In addition a research grant of Rs 2.00 lakh per
year for a period of 5 years is given to each fellow to meet the cost of presenting
research papers.

1.

  

Junior Research Fellow (JRF)/Senior Research Fellow (SRF): Under the scheme of
Junior Research Fellow, for research personnel engaged in Research and
Development programmes are given emoluments of Rs.31,000/- per month. For
Senior Research Fellow (SRF) these emoluments are Rs. 35,000/- per month.

2.

 

Research Associate: Research associates are fixed at a consolidated amount at one
of the 3 pay levels given below depending upon the qualification and experience.

3.

 

Sl. No. Category Emoluments (Per Month)

I Research Associate-I Rs. 47,000/-

II Research Associate-II Rs. 49,000/-

III Research Associate-III Rs. 54,000/-

 

 

 National Initiative for Technology Transfer (Establishment of Research Parks):
Complementing the renewed focus of the Government on developing indigenous Research

4.
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& Development  capabilities, boosting manufacturing and creating a successful startup
culture in the country, five new Research Parks at IIT Delhi, IIT Guwahati, IIT Kanpur, IIT
Hyderabad, and IISc Bangalore at a total cost of Rs.75.00 crore each have been approved
by the Government under Startup India Initiative in Higher Education (SIIHE) Scheme. 
Approval has also been accorded for continued funding of two already approved Research
Parks at IIT Bombay and IIT Kharagpur at a cost of Rs.100 crore each.  The Research
Park at IIT Gandhinagar at a total cost of Rs.90 crore is being funded by the Department of
Science & Technology. 

 

Impacting Research, Innovation and Technology (IMPRINT): IMPRINT is a flagship
national initiative of the Government, which aims at providing solutions to the most
relevant engineering challenges and translating knowledge into viable technology in
10 selected technology domains, viz. health care, energy, sustainable habitat, nano
technology hardware, water resources and river systems, advanced materials,
Information and communication technology, manufacturing, security and defence,
and environmental science and climate change. It is a pan IITs and IISc Joint
Initiative seeking to develop a roadmap for research.

5.

 

Institutions of Eminence (IoE): In order to empower the Higher Educational
Institutions and to help them in becoming world class teaching and research
institutions, government has recently declared 20 institutions (10 public and 10
Private institutions) as Institutions of Eminence.  These institute will emphasis on
multi-disciplinary initiatives, high quality research, global best practices and
international collaboration. Financial assistance up to an amount of Rs 1000 crore is
to be provided to government institutions in the next 5 years.

6.

 

This information was given by the Union Minister for Human Resource Development, Shri
Ramesh Pokhriyal ‘Nishank’ in a written reply in the Rajya Sabha today.

 

*****

NB/AKJ
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PSLV SUCCESSFULLY LAUNCHES RISAT-2BR1 AND
NINE COMMERCIAL SATELLITES IN ITS FIFTIETH
FLIGHT

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

Department of Space

PSLV successfully launches RISAT-2BR1 and nine
commercial satellites in its fiftieth flight

Posted On: 11 DEC 2019 5:42PM by PIB Delhi

India’s Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle, in its fiftieth flight (PSLV-C48), successfully launched
RISAT-2BR1 along with nine commercial satellites from Satish Dhawan Space Centre (SDSC)
SHAR, Sriharikota, today.

 

 

PSLV-C48 lifted-off at 1525 Hrs (IST) from the First Launch Pad. After 16 minutes and 23
seconds, RISAT-2BR1 was successfully injected into an orbit of

576 km. Subsequently, nine commercial satellites were injected into their intended orbits. After
separation, the two solar arrays of RISAT-2BR1 were deployed automatically and the ISRO
Telemetry Tracking and Command Network at Bengaluru assumed control of the satellite. In the
coming days, the satellite will be brought to its final operational configuration.
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“Today we achieved an important milestone in the history of PSLV by successfully launching its
50th mission” Chairman, ISRO, Dr. K. Sivan declared. A book titled ‘PSLV@ 50’ was released
by Dr. Sivan on this occasion. He further added that this versatile launcher has lifted off 52.7
tonne into space, of which 17% belongs to customer satellites.

RISAT-2BR1 is a radar imaging earth observation satellite weighing about 628 kg. The satellite
will provide services in the field of Agriculture, Forestry and Disaster Management. The mission
life of RISAT-2BR1 is 5 years.

Dr. Sivan appreciated the efforts of the launch vehicle and satellite teams forrealizing this
mission in a short span of time.

The nine customer satellites of Israel, Italy, Japan and USA were precisely injected into their
designated orbits. These satellites were launched under a commercial arrangement with
NewSpace India Limited (NSIL).

PSLV-C48 is the 2nd flight of PSLV in 'QL' configuration (with 4 solid strap-on

motors). Besides being the 50th launch of PSLV, today’s launch was also the 75thlaunch vehicle
mission from SDSC SHAR, Sriharikota.

About 7000 visitors witnessed the launch live from the Viewer’s Gallery in

Sriharikota.

 

********

VRRK/NK

(Release ID: 1595929) Visitor Counter : 537
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2019-12-18

CRISPR, GRAVITY WAVES, WATER ON MARS: A
DECADE OF DISCOVERIES
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and

effects in everyday life

From finding the building blocks for life on Mars to breakthroughs in gene editing and the rise of
artificial intelligence, here are six major scientific discoveries that shaped the 2010s — and what
leading experts say could come next.

We don't yet know whether there was ever life on Mars — but thanks to a small, six-wheeled
robot, we do know the Red Planet was habitable.

Shortly after landing on August 6, 2012, NASA's Curiosity rover discovered rounded pebbles —
new evidence that rivers flowed there billions of years ago.

The proof has since multiplied, showing there was in fact a lot of water on Mars — the surface
was covered in hot springs, lakes, and maybe even oceans.

Curiosity also discovered what NASA calls the building blocks of life, complex organic
molecules, in 2014.

And so the hunt continues for signs that Earth-based life is not (or wasn't always) alone.

Two new rovers will be launched next year — America's Mars 2020 and Europe's Rosalind
Franklin rovers, looking for ancient microbes.

"Going into the coming decade, Mars research will shift from the question 'Was Mars habitable?'
to 'Did (or does) Mars support life?'" said Emily Lakdawalla, a geologist at The Planetary
Society.

We had long thought of the little corner of the universe that we call home as unique, but
observations made thanks to the Kepler space telescope blew apart those pretensions.

Launched in 2009, the Kepler mission helped identify more than 2,600 planets outside of our
solar system, also known as exoplanets — and astronomers believe each star has a planet,
meaning there are billions out there.

Kepler's successor TESS was launched by NASA in 2018, as we scope out the potential for
extraterrestrial life.

Expect more detailed analysis of the chemical composition of these planets' atmospheres in the
2020s, said Tim Swindle, an astrophysicist at the University of Arizona.

We also got our first glimpse of a black hole this year thanks to the groundbreaking work of the
Event Horizon Telescope collaboration. "What I predict is that by the end of the next decade, we
will be making high quality real-time movies of black holes that reveal not just how they look, but
how they act on the cosmic stage," Shep Doeleman, the project's director, told AFP.

But one event from the decade undoubtedly stood above the rest: the detection for the first time
on September 14, 2015 of gravitational waves, ripples in the fabric of the universe.

https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/science/rounded-pebbles-on-mars-point-to-water-flow/article4769911.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/science/nasas-curiosity-rover-detects-organic-matter-on-mars/article6700825.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/science/nasas-curiosity-rover-detects-organic-matter-on-mars/article6700825.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/science/nasas-new-planet-hunting-mission-begins/article23599229.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/science/nasas-new-planet-hunting-mission-begins/article23599229.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/specials/in-depth/Gravitational-waves-explained/article15618312.ece
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The collision of two black holes 1.3 billion years earlier was so powerful it spread waves
throughout the cosmos that bend space and travel at the speed of light. That morning, they
finally reached the Earth.

The phenomenon had been predicted by Albert Einstein in his theory of relativity, and here was
proof he was right all along.

Three Americans won the Nobel prize in physics in 2017 for their work on the project, and there
have been many more gravitational waves detected since.

Cosmologists meanwhile continue to debate the origin and composition of the universe. The
invisible dark matter that makes up its vast majority remains one of the greatest puzzles to
solve.

"We're dying to know what it might be," said cosmologist James Peebles, who won this year's
Nobel prize in physics.

Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR) — a family of DNA
sequences — is a phrase that doesn't exactly roll off the tongue.

But the field of biomedicine can now be divided into two eras, one defined during the past
decade: before and after CRISPR-Cas9 (or CRISPR for short), the basis for a gene editing
technology.

"CRISPR-based gene editing stands above all the others," William Kaelin, a 2019 Nobel prize
winner for medicine, told AFP.

In 2012, Emmanuelle Charpentier and Jennifer Doudna reported that they had developed the
new tool that exploits the immune defense system of bacteria to edit the genes of other
organisms. It is much simpler than preceding technology, cheaper and easy to use in small labs.
Charpentier and Doudna were showered in awards. but the technique is also far from perfect
and can create unintended mutations.

Experts believe this may have happened to Chinese twins born in 2018 as a result of edits
performed by a researcher who was widely criticized for ignoring scientific and ethical norms.

Still, CRISPR remains one of the biggest science stories of recent years, with Kaelin predicting
an "explosion" in its use to combat human disease.

For decades, doctors had three main weapons to fight cancer: surgery, chemotherapy drugs,
and radiation.

The 2010s saw the rise of a fourth, one that was long doubted: immunotherapy, or leveraging
the body's own immune system to target tumor cells.

One of the most advanced techniques is known as CAR T-cell therapy, in which a patient's T-
cells —part of their immune system — are collected from their blood, modified and reinfused into
the body.

A wave of drugs have hit the market since the mid-2010s for more and more types of cancer
including melanomas, lymphomas, leukemias and lung cancers — heralding what some
oncologists hope could be a golden era.

https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/science/2017-nobel-prize-in-chemistry-all-you-need-to-know/article19797023.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/science/what-is-genome-editing/article19481402.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/science/what-is-genome-editing/article19481402.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/science/chinese-academic-claims-to-have-gene-edited-twins/article25604076.ece
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For William Cance, scientific director of the American Cancer Society, the next decade could
bring new immunotherapies that are "better and cheaper" than what we have now.

The decade began with a major new addition to the human family tree: Denisovans, named after
the Denisova Cave in the Altai Mountains of Siberia.

Scientists sequenced the DNA of a female juvenile's finger bone in 2010, finding it was distinct
both from genetically modern humans and Neanderthals, our most famous ancient cousins who
lived alongside us until around 40,000 years ago. The mysterious hominin species is thought to
have ranged from Siberia to Indonesia, but the only remains have been found in the Altai region
and Tibet.

Also read: What does ancient DNA show about history?

We also learned that, unlike previously assumed, Homo sapiens bred extensively with
Neanderthals -- and our relatives were not the brutish simpletons previously assumed but were
responsible for artworks, such as the handprints in a Spanish cave they were credited for
crafting in 2018.

They also wore jewelry, and buried their dead with flowers — just like we do.

Next came Homo naledi, remains of which were discovered in South Africa in 2015, while this
year, paleontologists classified yet another species found in the Philippines: a small-sized
hominin called Homo luzonensis.

Advances in DNA testing have led to a revolution in our ability to sequence genetic material tens
of thousands of years old, helping unravel ancient migrations, like that of the Bronze Age
herders who left the steppes 5,000 years ago, spreading Indo-European languages to Europe
and Asia.

Also read: New reports clearly confirm ‘Arya’ migration into India

"This discovery has led to a revolution in our ability to study human evolution and how we came
to be in a way never possible before," said Vagheesh Narasimhan, a geneticist at Harvard
Medical School.

One exciting new avenue for the next decade is paleoproteomics, which allows scientists to
analyze bones millions of years old. "Using this technique, it will be possible to sort out many
fossils whose evolutionary position is unclear," said Aida Gomez-Robles, an anthropologist at
University College London.

Machine learning — what we most commonly mean when talking about "artificial intelligence" —
came into its own in the 2010s.

Using statistics to identify patterns in vast datasets, machine learning today powers everything
from voice assistants to recommendations on Netflix and Facebook.

So-called "deep learning" takes this process even further and begins to mimic some of the
complexity of a human brain.

It is the technology behind some of the most eye-catching breakthroughs of the decade: from
Google's AlphaGo, which beat the world champion of the fiendishly difficult game Go in 2017, to
the advent of real-time voice translations and advanced facial recognition on Facebook.

https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/science/what-does-ancient-dna-show-about-history/article29418631.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/society/history-and-culture/theres-no-confusion-the-new-reports-clearly-confirm-arya-migration-into-india/article29409611.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/science/google-ai-beats-legendary-player-in-chinese-board-game/article8331481.ece
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In 2016, for example, Google Translate — launched a decade earlier — transformed from a
service that provided results that were stilted at best, nonsensical at worst, to one that offered
translations that were far more natural and accurate.

At times, the results even seemed polished.

"Certainly the biggest breakthrough in the 2010s was deep learning — the discovery that
artificial neural networks could be scaled up to many real-world tasks," said Henry Kautz, a
computer science professor at the University of Rochester.

"In applied research, I think AI has the potential to power new methods for scientific discovery,"
from enhancing the strength of materials to discovering new drugs and even making
breakthroughs in physics, Kautz said.

For Max Jaderberg, a research scientist at DeepMind, owned by Google's parent company
Alphabet, the next big leap will come via "algorithms that can learn to discover information, and
rapidly adapt and internalize and act on this new knowledge," as opposed to depending on
humans to feed them the correct data.

That could eventually pave the way to "artificial general intelligence," or a machine capable of
performing any tasks humans can, rather than excelling at a single function.
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SUCCESSFUL LAUNCH OF TWO BRAHMOS MISSILES
FROM LAND AND AIR PLATFORMS

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Defence related developments

Ministry of Defence

Successful launch of two BrahMos missiles from land and
air platforms

Posted On: 17 DEC 2019 7:05PM by PIB Delhi

Defence Research & Development Organisation(DRDO), Indian Air Force (IAF) and BrahMos
jointly successfully conducted two BrahMos supersonic cruise missiles tests today, one each
from land and air platforms.

The first missile launch was from a land based mobile launcher, where most of the components
were indigenous, including themissile airframe, fuel management system and DRDO designed
seeker.

The second launch of the missile was carried out by Indian Air force (IAF) from SU-30MKI
platform against a sea target. The test conducted in user configuration, revalidated the ship
attack capability of the advanced air-launched cruise missile. During the test, the missile was
gravity dropped from the air combat platform's fuselage and the two-stage weapon’s engine fired
up and the missile straightaway propelled towards the intended target positioned at the sea,
piercing it with pin point accuracy.

Earlier on May 22, 2019, IAF had successfully tested the missile against a land-based target in
the Car Nicobar Islands region. The BrahMos Air Launched Cruise Missile (ALCM) promises to
bolster the air combat capability of IAF from stand-off ranges.

Secretary, Department of Defence R&D and Chairman, DRDO Dr G Satheesh Reddy
congratulated the DRDO, BrahMos and Air Force teams for the successful tests. Director
General BrahMos Dr Sudhir Mishra, Defence Research & Development Laboratory Director Dr
Dashrath Ram, and Director Integrated Test Range Dr Binoy Kumar Das were present during
the trials.
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2019-12-20

DRDO SUCCESSFULLY FLIGHT-TESTS PINAKA
MISSILE SYSTEM OFF ODISHA COAST

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Defence related developments

Ministry of Defence

DRDO successfully flight-tests Pinaka Missile System off
Odisha coast

Posted On: 19 DEC 2019 5:17PM by PIB Delhi

Pinaka Missile System developed by Defence Research and Development
Organisation (DRDO) was successfully flight-tested from the Integrated Test Range,
Chandipur off the Odisha coast at 1200 hrs today. The Pinaka is an Artillery Missile
System capable of striking into enemy territory up to a range of 75 kilometres with
high precision.

 

The Pinaka MK-II Rocket is modified as a missile by integrating with the Navigation,
Control and Guidance System to improve the end accuracy and enhance the range.
The Navigation system of the missile is also aided by the Indian Regional Navigation
Satellite System (IRNSS).

 

The mission achieved all the objectives including enhancing the range, accuracy and
sub-system functionality. The missile was fired from Pinaka launcher system in
deployment configuration. The flight article was tracked by multiple range systems
viz. Telemetry, Radars, Electro-optical targeting system (EOTS), etc. which confirmed
the text book flight performance.

 

The missile system has been jointly developed by various DRDO Laboratories viz.
Armament Research & Development Establishment (ARDE), Research Centre Imarat
(RCI), Defence Research and Development Laboratory (DRDL), Proof &
Experimental Establishment (PXE) and High Energy Materials Research Laboratory
(HEMRL).

 

The trial was conducted under the supervision of Director RCI Shri BHVS Narayana
Murthy, Director ARDE Dr V Venkateswara Rao, Director ITR Dr BK Das, and
Director PXE Shri DK Joshi.
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Secretary Department of Defence R&D and Chairman DRDO Dr G Satheesh Reddy
congratulated the teams involved in the flight trial.
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Source : www.livemint.com Date : 2019-12-25

UNITY OF COMMAND
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Defence related developments

This would give the country a military advantage

India will finally have a chief of defence staff (CDS), nearly two decades after the position was
first mooted by the Kargil Review Committee. On Tuesday, the cabinet committee on security
approved creating the post. Once named, the CDS will be “first among equals" among the chiefs
of our armed forces, and will serve as the single-point military adviser to the government.

This would give the country a military advantage. Though the need for such a position has been
felt for many years, various interests kept the plan in cold storage. But given the security
challenges India faces, its revival was all but inevitable. The country must be prepared for a two-
front war, involving multiple theatres. Such warfare requires synchronized action by all armed
wings, under political direction. Just as management theorists uphold the idea of a single
command-in-chief, so do military strategists. Another need is to prepare for outer space as a
potential future theatre of war. The US has already approved a full-fledged force for space
combat. It is likely that other big powers will follow suit. China is a significant adversary, and
India cannot afford to get left behind.
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Source : www.hindustantimes.com Date : 2019-12-25

A LEAP FOR NATIONAL SECURITY - EDITORIALS -
HINDUSTAN TIMES

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Defence related developments
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Following up on Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s announcement on August 15 to create the
position of a Chief of Defence Staff (CDS), the government finalised the roles and
responsibilities of the CDS, as prepared by a committee led by the National Security Advisor, Ajit
Doval. The CDS will head the Department of Military Affairs, within the ministry of defence, while
being the permanent chairman of the chiefs of staff committee. The appointment of the CDS is a
big leap forward for India’s national security apparatus. First proposed almost two decades ago,
its merit has never been contested, yet it has not got operationalised till now. PM Modi has
displayed boldness and the step is welcome. But the hard part begins now.

The CDS’ first task will be to lead the integration of the different services, who have operated in
silos, have got embroiled in inter-services disputes, and have been reluctant to let go of their
own institutional interests. The CDS will have to build trust between the three services, and then
use that to push for greater integration and jointness in training, capabilities, acquisitions,
operations and planning. The nature of threats has changes with the newer technologies; so has
the nature of warfare where distinctions between land, air and waters, and now cyber, are
blurred. Ensuring India’s forces are prepared is now the CDS’ job, along with that of the
respective service chiefs.

The second core challenge for the CDS is to become an effective link between the services and
the civilian bureaucracy, for the relationship has been mired in distrust. Being housed within the
ministry will help. The services are resentful that those who lack expertise and experience take
all the decisions, while sitting in South Block, and ignore genuine concerns of the armed
personnel. The bureaucrats see many demands of the services and the leadership as
unreasonable, and believe that political control of the armed forces will inevitably mean
administrative oversight. The CDS will have to mediate these relationships and ensure that all
sides remain committed to the big picture — of making India secure, while the forces continue to
operate under the democratic framework of civilian control.
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2019-12-25

CABINET APPROVES CREATION OF THE POST OF
CHIEF OF DEFENCE STAFF IN THE RANK OF FOUR
STAR GENERAL

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Defence related developments

Cabinet

Cabinet approves creation of the post of Chief of Defence
Staff in the rank of four star General

Posted On: 24 DEC 2019 5:44PM by PIB Delhi

In a landmark decision with tremendous reform in higher defence management in the country,
the Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Narendra Modi has approved to create the post of
Chief of Defence Staff in the rank of a four-star General with salary and perquisites equivalent to
a Service Chief. The Chief of Defence Staff will also head the Department of Military Affairs
(DMA), to be created within the Ministry of Defence and function as its Secretary.

 

The following areas will be dealt by the Department of Military Affairs headed by CDS:

The Armed Forces of the Union, namely, the Army, the Navy and the Air Force.i.
Integrated Headquarters of the Ministry of Defence comprising Army Headquarters, Naval
Headquarters, Air Headquarters and Defence Staff Headquarters.

ii.

The Territorial Army.iii.
Works relating to the Army, the Navy and the Air Force.iv.
Procurement exclusive to the Services except capital acquisitions, as per prevalent rules
and procedures.

v.

 

Apart from the above, the mandate of the Department of Military Affairs will include the following
areas:

Promoting jointness in procurement, training and staffing for the Services through joint
planning and integration of their requirements.

a.

Facilitation of restructuring of Military Commands for optimal utilisation of resources by
bringing about jointness in operations, including through establishment of joint/theatre
commands.

b.

Promoting use of indigenous equipment by the Services.c.
 

The Chief of Defence Staff, apart from being the head of the Department of Military Affairs, will
also be the Permanent Chairman of the Chiefs of Staff Committee. He will act as the Principal
Military Adviser to Raksha Mantri on all tri-Services matters. The three Chiefs will continue to
advise RM on matters exclusively concerning their respective Services. CDS will not exercise
any military command, including over the three Service Chiefs, so as to be able to provide
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impartial advice to the political leadership.

 

As the Permanent Chairman of Chiefs of Staff Committee, CDS will perform the following
functions:

C D S  w i l l  a d m i n i s t e r  t r i - s e r v i c e s  o r g a n i s a t i o n s .  T r i - s e r v i c e
agencies/organisations/commands related to Cyber and Space will be under the command
of the CDS.

●

· CDS will be member of Defence Acquisition Council chaired by Raksha Mantri and Defence
Planning Committee chaired by NSA.

· Function as the Military Adviser to the Nuclear Command Authority.

· Bring about jointness in operation, logistics, transport, training, support services,
communications, repairs and maintenance, etc of the three Services, within three years of the
first CDS assuming office.

· Ensure optimal utilisation of infrastructure and rationalise it through jointness among the
services.

· Implement Five-Year Defence Capital Acquisition Plan (DCAP), and Two-Year roll-on Annual
Acquisition Plans (AAP), as a follow up of Integrated Capability Development Plan (ICDP).

· Assign inter-Services prioritisation to capital acquisition proposals based on the anticipated
budget.

Bring about reforms in the functioning of three Services aimed at augmenting combat
capabilities of the Armed Forces by reducing wasteful expenditure.

●

It is expected that this reform in the Higher Defence Management would enable the Armed
Forces to implement coordinated defence doctrines and procedures and go a long way in
fostering jointmanship among the three Services. The country would be benefitted by
coordinated action on greater jointmanship in training, logistics and operations as well as for
prioritisation of procurements.

Background

This follows the announcement made by the Prime Minister on 15th August 2019, in his address
to the nation, inter alia, "India should not have a fragmented approach. Our entire military power
will have to work in unison and move forward.  All the three (Services) should move
simultaneously at the same pace. There should be good coordination and it should be relevant
to the hope and aspirations of our people. It should be in line with the changing war and security
environment with the world.   After formation of this post (CDS), all the three forces will get
effective leadership at the top level."

 

****

VRRK/SC/SH  
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2019-12-28

DECISIVE SHIFT: ON CHIEF OF DEFENCE STAFF
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Defence related developments

The government has acted with reasonable alacrity to create the post of the Chief of Defence
Staff (CDS), who will head the Department of Military Affairs (DMA). It was only four months
ago, on August 15, that the Prime Minister stressed the importance of creating this post,
whereas two Defence Ministers came and went after Manohar Parrikar promised that this move
was very much on the government’s agenda. To be fair, the delay has been more a result of
fears in the minds of the three services — the Indian Army, Indian Navy and Indian Air Force —
of how such a development could impact on the role and functioning of the three arms of the
armed forces, in terms of curtailing or inflating their importance. There must have been a parallel
thought in the bureaucracy how such a shift would affect them too. This move will install the
CDS, in the rank of a four star general, as Secretary, DMA.

There is no doubt that the job of the CDS will be exceedingly challenging, a task which is easier
set than done. The job calls for total transformation of traditional military mindset. The CDS has
to restructure the military commands into appropriate theatre or joint commands for which a
critical prerequisite is ‘jointness’ — a term that envisions the various arms of the armed forces
working in unison towards a goal. This is a very tall order, considering India’s experience. Since
Independence, the armed forces have been working separately, with no concept of jointness.
The only jointness that comes into play effectively is when officers of the various services go to
courses in, say, Wellington, at the Defence Services Staff College, or at the National Defence
College, Delhi. All that will have to change, and change quickly, for a variety of reasons, not
least the security environment in the region, with the Americans preparing to move out of
Afghanistan and the restiveness consequent to the dilution of Article 370. According to the
cabinet release, the new incumbent will have three years to achieve this. It flows from this
urgency therefore that the name of the next CDS will have to be soon announced. It is also
necessary that the first incumbent is given a term of three years so as to be able to carry the
ambitious vision laid out in the cabinet note through to its conclusion. The job is strategic,
requires personal supervision, and cannot be left unfinished for the successor to finish. Given
the challenges and the limited time-frame within which to accomplish it, allowances will have to
be made for attendant hiccups.
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BIOMARKERS FOR GLIOMA BRAIN TUMOUR FOUND IN
PERIPHERAL BLOOD

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Biotechnology, Genetics & Health related developments

Multipurpose: Besides indicating whether the tumour is low- or high-grade, the macrophages
can also indicate the chances of survival of patients with glioma, says Aurobind Vidyarthi  

Researchers have found potential gene biomarkers that can be used for prognosis and early
diagnosis of the most aggressive form of primary brain tumour called glioblastoma. The
biomarkers can help in knowing if the tumour is at an initial stage (low-grade) or advanced stage
(high-grade).

The multi-institutional research work carried out by a team led by Javed N. Agrewala from
Institute of Microbial Technology (CSIR-IMTECH), Chandigarh, now at IIT Ropar, looked at
immune cells called macrophages in the tumour microenvironment to understand their role in
suppressing or boosting the immune system to keep the tumour under check. The role of certain
macrophages in suppressing the immune system leading to progression of cancers such as
breast, prostate, bladder and cervical cancers is already known.

Based on patient tissue samples the researchers identified two macrophages — M1 and M2 —
that were associated with the tumour. These were identified using hallmark gene markers (CCL3
gene for M1 macrophage and CD163 for M2 macrophage). The M1 macrophage is protective for
glioma while the M2 macrophage is not. The M2 macrophage control the immune response and
intimately interacts with the tumour and supports tumour progression.

“We observed that as the glioma progresses from low-grade to high-grade, the amount of M1
macrophages reduced and the amount of M2 macrophages increased,” says Prof. Agrewala.
“Thus the ratio of M2 macrophage marker CD163 versus M1 macrophage marker CCL3 can
ascertain the glioma progression.”

In the low-grade glioma, the ratio of M2/M1 macrophages (or CD163/CCL3) is less while it is
high in the case of high-grade glioma tumour.

“Besides indicating whether the tumour is low- or high-grade, the macrophages can also indicate
the chances of survival of patients with glioma,” says Aurobind Vidyarthi from CSIR-IMTECH,
the first author of a paper published in Cancer Immunology, Immunotherapy. He is currently a
post-doc at Yale University, New Haven, U.S. “In low-grade glioma patients we see both M1 and
M2 macrophages. But if there are more M2 macrophages (as indicated by the gene marker
expression) than M1 macrophages, the survival is less. Likewise if there are more M1
macrophages then the patient has better chances of survival.”

Most studies have looked at only the local immune response in the tumour region. But these
researchers went a step ahead and looked for macrophage phenotypes and different T cells in
peripheral blood samples collected from glioma patients.

“Interestingly, compared with healthy individuals, there was elevated level of M2 macrophages in
peripheral blood too. This indicates that the influence of glioma is so prominent that M2
macrophages can be found in the blood,” says Dr. Vidyarthi. Besides M2 macrophages, the
researchers also found in the blood PD-1 expressing CD4 T cells. During chronic infection and
tumour, the T cells become exhausted. “So instead of promoting, the exhausted CD4 T cells end
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up suppressing the immune system at the systemic level. Consequently, both CD4 T cells and
M2 macrophages suppress the immune system at the systemic level,” says Prof. Agrewala.
“Thus the gene biomarkers in blood samples can be used for early diagnosis and prognosis of
the gliomas. We need to carry out studies on more samples before being certain.”

Researchers from Postgraduate Institute of Medical Education and Research, Chandigarh were
also a part of the study.
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